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Defender razor review

4.7/5The handle provides comfortable grip along with comfortable shaving with leaf spacing. We recommend that you try any comparison with the current sheets. I saw the Facebook ad for the razor defender and watched the video. It looked different from all the other cartridge razor clams, so I bit. I
bought the handle with the cartridge included. I tried this morning thinking it would be a disappointment. Well, it turned out to be a mixed bag. The leaves are not as sharp as my injector blades and the feeling is not as smooth, but the final product is as good as the injector. I made three passes and a little
tweaking in the usual posts. The handle had a good feel, but I thought it was a long time. The rubbery feel of the handle gave a good grip even with wet soapy fingers. The shave was good enough to try again tomorrow. Maybe again and again until the blade is no longer accessible. Will I give up my
injector....? Shave number 3 and the leaves felt much softer. He still gave an excellent shaving. It will continue to be used until the shaving quality is put below the acceptable level. Oh, what the hell. $4.95 and free shipping. I'm a game. I'll post it here after trying it out. Shave number 6 and I'm done. I think
the Defender is a good shaving system, but by no means is it better than my Schick Injector. I think I'd make a good travel razor. I still wish the handle was shorter. It's better than a Mach 3. Only you can decide this, but I think they are about the same thing. The leaves are cheaper than Mach 3. I ordered
one just for the heck of it sent from my iPad using Tapatalk I ordered one and tried it this morning. Compared to the Gillette Fusion ProGlide Power, there is more drag, but not enough to be uncomfortable. The cartridge is so thin that I was able to get up right under my nose (basically sticking an end in a



nostril!). He gave it a soft shave without nick. The handle could withstand having a little more grip on it, but it wasn't slippery. It's very light, so it won't do any of the works for you. I'll have to try it a few more times before deciding if I want to get a leaf subscription. I totally forgot I tried this. I have a nice
shave, but nothing to make me order more cartridges. When I'm in the mood for a cartridge shaving my Gillette Sensor still wins. I asked for a Defender. The space between the leaves seems like a very good idea. I've never cared about Sensor. Gillette reached the summit with Mach 3, and nothing they
have thrown since has topped her off. I've had problems with rashes and crying with my DE and SE shaved, so I'm on a break from them. I used a Schick Hydro5 and I liked it. I tried Harry's razor from my wife. I like it a little better than Hydro5, except I don't like the handle. It can be a handle rubber, and
may have holes for suspension, but with smooth shaving soaps, I have trouble holding on to it. I wrapped a silicone hairband of one of my daughters around the handle, and it works best. Once the Ombudsman arrives, I've trebled with a Shave number 6 and I'm done. I think the Defender is a good
shaving system, but by no means is it better than my Schick Injector... Whew! The first defender shave was good. The space between the leaves makes it easy to rinse. I imagine it will be softer when shaving 2, but it was a good shave. Compared to Harry's razor clams? Harry is a very soft shave, and
gives a great BBS shaving of 2 passes (and cleansing). The Defender's handle was much easier to grab than Harry's. I need more shaving with the Defender before I can compare the shaved ones to Harry's. I had a good BBS today, but I used 3 passes. I'm not doing any November shave, so I'm just
shaving the bottom of my neck. The defender with Cremo to shave off the bottom of my beard area is fantastic. I've used the Defender as a head shaving for the last couple of years. The spacing of the leaves prevents obstruction. It's the best razor I've ever found to shave my head off. 1st shaved a couple
of days ago, and man what a horrible experience. He threw himself and threw himself and it looked like the leaves had chips on them. The shave wasn't close at all, it's the first time in decades that it had a shade of 5 oclock. 3 shaved so far with the defender and still tows and pulls. And not as close to a
shave as my month old mach 3 (daily, 2 passes) cartridge. I'll try to stropping with jeans before tomorrow shaving, but I'm very disappointed so far with this razor. The original and still the IMV reactions of the basket king: Liiwu picked up one of these before going to official candidate school because I didn't
think I'd have time to shave in the way I like. To travel, this with aveeno razor cream in really isn't bad. I have no irritation and it leaves me BBS every time. I think I like my routine. I still use it a few times a week if I had a rough shave with an DE or rectum and I like it better than any other cartridge razor.
Op lost me with Facebook ad... I asked for a handle and a few leaves. Photos in the morning. It should be a good travel razor. These are customer reviews of the Razor Defender, taken from Facebook, by real customers who are using the defender razor. The defender razor is perfect for my head! not
pulling any drags and no clogged leaves that is always the biggest problem with shaving my head! Posted by Dustin Smith on Saturday, May 23, 2020Man, I've been shaving my head for a long time and all the other pale razor compared to the Defender!! Do you truly have ... Posted by Chad Nepple on
Wednesday, August 12, 2020Best razor I used. I can shave my whole head and face and not even have to rinse it. I do it simply because this ... Posted by Len Unkeless on Friday, June 5, 2020 long term I've been using a Gillette since I started shaving 30+ years ago. I've tried some different online
brands and it... Posted by Ryan Berzas on Monday, May 11, 2020I I have been using Defender for about 3 years now. I'll never use another one. Published by Brian Bell on Thursday, April 16, 2020I have been shaved for 63 years and it's the best combination of shaving and leaf I've ever used. It is by far
the closest shave I've ever had. I recommend this to anyone who wants a very close shave. Posted by Jim Crosiar on Sunday, March 22, 2020 Close shave I must admit I was kind of skeptical about his claims to razor, but after using it he was totally satisfied with... Posted by Sidney Menough on
Saturday, May 23, 2020I love the razor, it didn't catch once and was the closest shave I've ever had. The disadvantage is sending with DHL. They would be perfect if they just shipped with USPS. Posted by Jeremy Badgett on Thursday, May 21st, 2020 No Obstruction The defender razor is perfect for my
head! not pulling any drags and no clogged leaves that is always the biggest problem with shaving my head! Posted by Dustin Smith on Saturday, May 23, 2020try will especially like it for the price ... I recommend sensitive leaves for sensitive skin... no smoove irritation shaved and no clogs . Posted by
Irvin Aull on Friday, May 8, 2020I I was buying single-use razors in the store when a man supplemented my haircut and recommended Defender Razors. I... Posted by Joseph Pledger on Sunday, March 29, 2020Just used mine last night and I must say, I am impressed. I've been shaving my head since
'97 and this is better than... Posted by Mickey George on Sunday, March 15, 2020Sharp RazorGreat Razor, it remains sharp, also great fitter. They have used for more than 6 months, very satisfiedPublicated by Nolan Vockrodt on Friday, February 14, 2020The sharp leaves that last at least as long as my
fusion leavesAlso, I travel a lot and go to a gym (not now because of ... Posted by Tom Fogarty on Thursday, July 9, 2020 Ergonomic Design just tested his razor. I've been wet years of shaving, and I've tried a lot of razor clams etc. I LOVE THE DEFENDER! Very nice,... Posted by Tom Ritchey on
Thursday, May 7, 2020 Soft shave large razor clams and leaves! My face has never been so soft! Highly recommended and I mentioned that they are cheaper than other brands and better quality! Posted by Jacob Hartzel on Monday, August 17th, 2020Good of mine yesterday and it was one of the best
shaved I've ever had , so smooth hairless getting caught up in rinsing! Basically I recommend this whole as or products !!! Posted by Dherrus C Churchill on Thursday, March 5, 2020Best razor ever! Shave soft and do not obstruct or irritate my skin. I usually buy gillette sensitive razor clams, but... Posted
by Cody Rowland on Friday, January 10, 2020 No Razor Bumps This is a great system that leaves are well made and last long is also very profitable compared to other... Posted by Keith Freeman on Monday, February 24, 2020I has the extra sensitive leaves and wow no shocks. softer shaving.
Published by Douglas Dunlap II on October 19, 2019 We used our razor clams today and I must say that I am very impressed!! My husband had a super close shave and no punches ... Posted by Lane Beliveau on Saturday, July 13, 2019 No Pulling - No Tugging Just Completed My First Shave With It
This Because I wanted to try the theory without throwing, without, I didn't... Posted by Rod Martin on Sunday, January 26, 2020The razor slides very well and true to the claim without throwing or dragging. It washes your hair easily and when you're ... Posted by Chrisler Miguel on Tuesday, September 17,
2019 The best EverGreat razor ever and can't beat the pricePublished by Edward Roberts on Tuesday, June 11, 2019I'm a little fanatical when it comes to shaving. I've tried all the different razor clams and this is certainly the best razor I've ever used. Posted by Pete Martin on Friday, September 27,
2019I have a full beard, but love my razor defender. I use it at least weekly to trim under my beard. Posted by Steven Caldwell on Monday, September 2, 2019Absolutely the best razor I've ever used. I mainly use it for manscaping and it really gets the job done. I've always had ... Posted by Timothy
Jacobs on Wednesday, July 31, 2019That is, hands down, the best razor I've ever used. Absolutely no razor burns or ingrown hairs when all the other razor clams ... Posted by Sami Miranda on Sunday, June 16, 2019 Shaved under the NASI have been a member of the defender shaving club for about 3
years or so. I really like how the razor shaves around the... Posted by David Oliver Sr. on Wednesday, July 10, 2019 I have been using mine on my face and head for about 10 days. I'm sold. Some things: – The handle feels good. -... Posted by Tony Ways on Friday, July 26, 2019Regi of customer
serviceThe razor is great, and your customer service is great, there was a small problem with an order and I was able to contact... Posted by Scott Winkler on Sunday, January 19, 2020I Product Love and Great Customer ServicePublished by Kenny Lhamon on Sunday, December 22, 2019The easy
order, great customer service, super sheets, great system. Half a dozen friends have already signed up. We give you the difference again! Posted by John D. Call Jr. on Wednesday, December 11, 2019The big razor and customer service is amazing! Posted by Larry McCullen on Tuesday, November 5,
2019Just ordered today. I'll check the razor when I get it. But let me say that customer service is TOP NOTCH. Send me an e-mail... Posted by Jeff Thacker on Saturday, October 19, 2019 2019
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